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New operations boss
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RYANAIR “grew too fast”, had
a culture where people were
discouraged from raising issues,
and has become “miserable”,
even at head office, the airline’s
executives have told pilots.
But in a recording obtained
exclusively by the Irish Independent, Ryanair’s new chief
operations officer, Peter Bellew,
has insisted he’s on a mission
to make the airline a “tremendous” place to work again.
“I do think we can fix it,”
he told Ryanair pilots at the
airline’s biggest base, London
Stansted, last Thursday. The
meeting was just the day before Ryanair dramatically announced that it will recognise
trade unions. Ryanair’s chief
people officer, Eddie Wilson,
was also at the meeting.
“I think Ryanair is going
to be a tremendous place to
work,” said Mr Bellew, who
rejoined Ryanair this month
after serving as chief executive
of Malaysia Airlines. “I think
it’s been a great place to work
in the past. I think the tone has
gone very miserable. That’s the
way I would see it, even in our
head office. Everybody is very
wounded by this.”
Mr Bellew also said the
airline needed to start treating
people “like normal human
beings”.
Ryanair has agreed to recognise unions following months of
turmoil precipitated by a pilot
rostering debacle that saw the
airline, headed by chief executive Michael O’Leary, cancel
thousands of flights.
Mr Bellew (52) conceded the
situation between pilots and
the airline was “very inflamed”
and “very tense”, with strikes in
Dublin, Portugal and Italy still
set to proceed by last Thursday.
The strikes have now been
called off, with tomorrow’s
planned strike at Dublin cancelled pending the outcome
of initial talks this evening
between Ryanair management
and trade union Impact.
Mr Bellew, from Bettystown
in Co Meath, called for calm
and was conciliatory in his
remarks to pilots, and said the
situation had become “far too
adversarial”.
“It’s a time for cool, calm
heads,” he told them, adding
that his biggest concern right
now is trying to get pilots to
remain at the company. He acknowledged that people at the
airline are “really pissed off”.
He described a litany of administrative failures at the

company, which he said had
contributed to the rock-bottom
morale and the September
rostering crisis that prompted
a demand from pilots for collective bargaining rights and
better work conditions.
“It seems that there was a
culture that people who knew
there was a problem...that
they were not listened to, or
they were actively discouraged
from even raising the issue any
further,” he said.
“Basic, basic, basic things
that had been operated here for
many years just were thrown in
the basement.”
The culture was one where
pilots could not get answers in
many cases to simple requests.
“Everywhere I turned, I could
see that people were asking for
small things to be done and
they just weren’t getting done,”
added Mr Bellew. “Or, not only
were they not getting done, they
were getting told: ‘Piss off; I
don’t want to know about this’.”
The stark admissions from
the executive team lay bare an
airline that found itself at the
centre of a corporate nightmare
in September when its rostering
function imploded. The failure
thrust the company into the
global media spotlight.
Mr Bellew said the blame
lay with administrative and
operational failures, and that
it could never be allowed to
happen again. He also said the
airline is “open” to a new system
of pilot representation.
“Believe me, Michael O’Leary
– it’s his biggest focus at the
moment,” the executive told
pilots. “And it will be, and the
board’s as well. This has got
primary attention. We won’t
let this happen again.”
He insisted that Mr O’Leary
– who has been notably absent from the media in recent

Ryanair’s Peter Bellew
and (inset above)
Michael O’Leary

weeks – wanted to meet pilots
to discuss the current situation,
and asked as recently as last
Tuesday when he could do it.
But Mr Wilson said Mr
O’Leary has been cautious because he claimed his comments
in public, regarding pilots for
instance, are taken out of context. He also said Mr O’Leary
would admit that Ryanair lost
focus.

Ryanair begins talks with union
John Mulligan
TALKS between Ryanair and
the Impact union on a new
working relationship are due
to begin at 5pm today at
Dublin Airport.
The landmark meeting will
seek to establish the first
vestiges of trust between the
sides. Initial talks between
the airline and the trade
union in coming weeks will
seek to establish a framework

for union representation at
the carrier. Only once this has
been agreed on will talks
begin in earnest about pilot
demands.
Impact’s negotiating team
includes national secretary
Angela Kirk, assistant general
secretary Ashley Connolly, as
well as about half a dozen
Ryanair pilots. Ryanair’s
team includes chief
operations officer Peter
Bellew and its chief people
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“He does recognise, and of
course the board recognises
that, that we did take our eye
off the ball...The reason we’re
in the trouble we’re in...is that
we grew too fast,” Mr Wilson
told pilots.
He also said that treatment
needed to include “a certain
softness and a kindness that
we had at a point, but we seem
to have lost”.

to ease tension
officer, Eddie Wilson.
While tomorrow’s strike
has been called off,
preventing future industrial
action will depend on today’s
talks securing meaningful
dialogue between both sides.
Meanwhile, a union
representing baggage
handlers in Spain said it and
other unions would
negotiate with Ryanair next
month on a collective
bargaining agreement.

Mr Bellew said he now sets
the tone of the company.
“There’s nothing wrong with
having a bit of craic, and a bit
of fun and everybody getting on
well together,” said Mr Bellew.
“So we have to return to that,
change the tone of the way we’re
all working together.”
He also said the airline had
not even bothered to try to persuade pilots who were leaving
the airline to stay.

Resignation

He said: “Traditionally in the
past, where people were leaving, we would have always have
contacted them, or we would
have known in advance, and
say, ‘why are you leaving?’ We’d
sort them out and they’d often
retract their resignation.
“There appears to have been
little or no effort, and that
senior management had told
people not to contact people,
and had actively discouraged
trying to retain people.”
He said that “a lot” of the
airline’s co-pilots handed in
their resignations a couple of

weeks ago, and that many of
them had left because simple
issues hadn’t been addressed
or resolved. But the executive
said that problems at Ryanair
are being fixed.
“A huge amount of work has
taken place and a huge amount
of work is required to take
place. It will take at least six
months to get all the basic admin back in place. I can’t come
with a magic wand,” he warned.
“We’re increasing the number
of staff that are in different
functions, but they’re going to
have to be trained up. They’re
going to have to learn what
they’re doing, and they’re going
to have to put back in some of
the culture and processes that
worked in the past.
“There’s a very basic lack of
trust I can sense now from the
pilots. We have to work very
hard to restore that. I don’t
expect people to accept that
overnight. I think we have
to fix things every week over
the six months, nine months,
12 months, and then you will
believe in us again.”

Take a walk on wild side – Hamill
STAR Wars icon Mark
Hamill is encouraging
people to ‘escape the
dark side’ by heading to
the Wild Atlantic Way.
In a new Tourism
Ireland ad, narrated by
Hamill, locations from
Skellig Michael to Malin
Head are depicted as
ideal locations for family
holidays.
The worldwide success
of ‘Star Wars: The Last
Jedi’ means that millions
of people are seeing the
marvels of the west of
Ireland for the first time.
The great Skellig
Michael, off the Kerry
coast, serves as a key
location in the film as
Luke Skywalker’s
hideaway from the rest of
the galaxy.
It’s not just Skellig
Michael that’s depicted
on the big screen, but
beauty spots all along the

Mark Hamill with executive producer JJ Abrams shooting
on Skellig Michael
western seaboard. At the
end of the video, Mr
Hamill tells viewers to:
“Escape the dark side
along Earth’s Wild

Atlantic Way – the
perfect place to get away
from it all.”
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Minister allowed O’Brien to join US firm while running HSE
SIMON CARSWELL
and MARTIN WALL

Minister for Health Simon Harris gave written consent to HSE
director general Tony O’Brien
to take up a lucrative role at a
US contraceptive manufacturer months before he leaves his
role running the health service,
the HSE has said.

Mr O’Brien became a board
member of San Diego company
Evofem Biosciences on January
17th, almost two months before
publicly announcing he would
leave the HSE in August.
His boardroom roles at
Evofem entitle him to an “annual cash retainer” of $50,000, additional cash fees of $15,000
and initial share-buying op-

tions worth $180,000 vesting
over a three-year period with
further annual options of
$90,000, according to the
firm’s public statements.
Mr O’Brien is paid an annual
salary of ¤192,000 as HSE director general.
Responding to queries from
The Irish Times, a HSE spokeswoman said his contract “al-

Evofem, which makes a female contraceptive gel called
Amphora, has “no commercial
and/or financial relationship
with the HSE”, the spokeswoman said.
He was invited to become a director of the company, she said.
Writtenconsent
Evofem’s chairman is Irish
She added: “He sought and received prior written consent businessman Thomas Lynch,
who chairs the board of Ireland
from the Minister for Health.”
lows him scope” to take up the
boardroom position at Evofem
“once there is no conflict of interest with his role and once he
receives consent fromtheMinisterfor Health”.

East Hospital, the country’s ments to staff at St John of God,
largest hospital group, and the published last year, the HSE
Mater hospital.
said that it is entitled to expect
Mr O’Brien sits on the board employees of a State-funded
of Evofem at a time when re- health organisation “devote the
cord numbers of Irish patients whole of their working time” to
are on trolleys and waiting lists, duties connected to it.
and the HSE has a deficit of
close to ¤100 million for the
HSE chief in line for
first three months of this year.
large fees and share
In a report into top-up payoptions: page 3

Over 1,500
cervical
cancer cases
not audited
Government moves towards commission
of inquiry into screening controversy
HSE confirms 3,000 women have been
diagnosed with cervical cancer since 2008
audit. However, it has now
emerged 1,518 were not.
Mr Harris said he is now
More than 1,500 women who moving towards establishing a
developed cervical cancer did commission of investigation
not have their cases reviewed to uncover the extent of this
by CervicalCheck, it emerged controversy.
last night as the Government
moved towards a commission Accountability
o f i n q u i r y i n t o t h e Taoiseach Leo Varadkar also
told the cabinet he was furious
controversy.
Minister for Health Simon about the decision to withhold
Harris confirmed “a considera- information from patients.
He has now asked the secreble number” of women with
the condition had not been tary general of the Departsubjected to an audit of their ment of Health, Jim Breslin, to
screening history.
examine records within the deThe revelation, described partment to assess if he was
by Labour’s Alan Kelly as a informed about the potential
“bombshell”, raises the CervicalCheck scandal during
prospect that hundreds more his time as health minister.
women could find their smear
“As far as he is aware, he
tests were misread.
was not informed . . . but he is
The Minister has now checking to make sure,” his
ordered that audits be carried spokesman said last night.
out in these cases, where possiVicky Phelan, whose court
ble – leaving open the possibili- case sparked the controversy,
ty that reviewers will come to has said she does not believe
the conclusion that some that HSE chief Tony O’Brien
women should also have re- learned about her case last
ceived an earlier intervention. week. “I do not see how he
To date, it has emerged that could not have known about
208 women with cervical this before then,” she told
cancer whose cases were RTÉ’s Prime Time.
audited should have had an
Ms Phelan was contacted by
earlier intervention.
the Taoiseach’s office yesterUp to now, the official day to arrange a private meetposition has been that all of ing. “I said yes, I would meet
the cases of cervical cancer him in principle but I’m trying
had been subject to audit by to concentrate on my treatthe CervicalCheck screening ment which I have to go to this
programme. However, it did week and said that I would get
not cover all cases notified to back to him,” she said.
the National Cancer Registry.
The Health Service ExecuPages 2-3
tive last night confirmed
News, analysis, Dáil
3,000 women have been diagreport, victim’s story
nosed with cervical cancer
Page 12
over the 10-year period since
Patients must be kept
2008, and 1,482 of these cases
in the loop
were notified to CervicalPage 13
Check and included in this
Editorial comment
MARTIN WALL
and SARAH BARDON
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SupportforSeanCoxRomaplayerssendmessagetoinjuredIrishfan
Roma’s Edin Dzeko (left) and team-mates wear “Go Sean” shirts in Rome yesterday. The message is dedicated to Liverpool fan Sean Cox from Co Meath, who is
in a critical condition in hospital after an assault by Roma fans in Liverpool last week. Liverpool-Roma preview: page 14. PHOTOGRAPH: RICCARDO ANTIMIANI/ANSA VIA AP
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Call for ¤66.5m ‘vacant site’
to be used for social housing
OLIVIA KELLY
Dublin Correspondent

Land in Leopardstown, south
Co Dublin, which has become
the State’s most valuable “vacant site”, could be used to
build 1,000 social and affordable housing units, local county
councillors have said.
The site has been valued by
the council on its Vacant Sites
Register at ¤66.5 million, making it the most expensive plot of
land published on any of the local authority registers established to combat the hoarding
of land that could be used for
housing.
Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
County Council has written to
Minister for Housing Eoghan
Murphy seeking that the land,
owned by Horse Racing Ireland
(HRI), be used for “public and
affordable housing”.
Since January, local authori-
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18hectares
HRI owns two sites next to
Leopardstown Racecourse that
have been entered on the register: the ¤66.5 million site, along
with a smaller site valued at
¤12.5 million, that jointly comprise about 18 hectares. The
charge for these combined sites
leave HRI facing a bill of
¤2.37 million next year, and
¤5.53 million the year after, if
the site remains undeveloped.
The council wants about
6.5 hectares of the larger site to
be used for the construction of
housing for people on the social

housing waiting list, and lower-income workers.
“State bodies such as Horse
Racing Ireland can’t be allowed
to sit on disused sites as if they
were nest-eggs while working
tenants and homebuyers are being priced out of Dublin. I
would like to see this land and
similar sites developed for a
combination of social and affordable housing,” said Ossian
Smyth, Green Party housing
spokesman and Dún Laoghaire
councillor.
HRI is appealing the inclusion of both sites on the register
and said it is considering plans
to build housing, a hotel and
possibly a school on part of the
land.
The second most valuable vacant site in the State is also on
the Dún Laoghaire register, a
¤22.5 million site owned by the
Central Bank, next to the mint
in Sandyford.
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ties have had the power to impose a levy on property owners
who fail to develop prime housing land. The levy, set at 3 per
cent of the value of the land for
2018 and 7 per cent for subsequent years, will be charged on
vacant sites from this year but is
not payable until 2019.
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Couple
jailed for
neglect
of child
SONYA McLEAN

A Dublin couple, both heroin
addicts, have been jailed for
the systematic neglect and
physical abuse of the man’s
young daughter over the
course of a year.
The now 16-year-old had
46 separate injuries, including puncture marks, bruises,
scratch marks and cuts, all
over her body when she was
examined by medical practitioners in 2008 as a
six-year-old girl, Dublin Circuit Criminal Court was told.
The child told gardaí that
her father never hit her nor
was he present when she was
hit. He was working most of
the time when his partner
beat her and mistreated her.
In a victim impact statement, she said she was not allowed to experience things
as other children could.
“I was not allowed to believe in Santa Claus or the
tooth fairy,” she said.
She also said on one occasion the woman painfully cut
her hair back to her scalp and
because of this she is still extremely anxious about getting her hair cut.
The 37-year-old woman
pleaded guilty to nine sample
charges of wilfully assaulting, ill-treating or neglecting
a child on dates between September 2007 and August
2008. She was jailed for 21
months. She has 34 previous
convictions.
The 42-year-old father,
was jailed for 18 months, after he pleaded guilty to two
similar charges over the
same period. He has 20 previous convictions.
Child tied to bed
upright: page 7
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In the pink
Hillary gets
honorary
TCD degree
Hillary Clinton in
Trinity College
Dublin yesterday
where an honorary
degree was
conferred on her. A
lot had happened
since she last
visited Ireland, she
said, noting that
she had become a
grandmother twice
over. “And, as you
may have heard, I
ran for president,”
she said, to laughs.

Russia opens its arms
Cup of contradictions
KEITH DUGGAN SPORTS WEEKEND

James Comey ‘I wasn’t
trying to hurt Hillary’

Report: page 6
Photograph: Aidan Crawley
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CervicalCheck failed to call woman back
SIMON CARSWELL
and SARAH BARDON

The terminally ill woman who
yesterday settled her legal action over incorrect smear tests
only received a call-back from
the Health Service Executive’s
CervicalCheck helpline on
Thursday, waiting several
weeks for a follow-up call.
The 61-year-old woman in
the “K” case, who cannot be
identified by court order, took
the call from a consultant gynaecologist while being fitted for a
wig, having lost her hair as a result of her cancer treatment.

She had contacted the helpline twice after being called to
attend a medical appointment
last month where she was told
she was one of 209 women
whose past smear tests were incorrect.
The woman’s sister, who is
not among this group affected
by the CervicalCheck controversy, had received a call-back
from the helpline after being
concerned about her own
health and urged the HSE to
contact her sister urgently.
Mrs K decided to undergo a
new smear test after the CervicalCheck scandal broke in late

Delaysexperienced
“We accept that there were
some difficulties given the scale
of what had to be established in
a short time and apologise to anyone who has experienced a delay,” the spokeswoman said,
adding the HSE has dealt with
more than 25,000 calls since
the crisis began. Mrs K and her

husband sued the HSE and the
US laboratory Quest Diagnostics in the High Court over
smear tests carried out in 2009
and 2012 which came back
showing no abnormality had
been detected. She was told last
month a CervicalCheck audit of
the tests revealed the presence

‘‘

We accept
that there
were some
difficulties given
the scale

of pre-cancerous cells and that
the tests were originally reported incorrectly.
This is the first High Court
case to be resolved since Limerick woman Vicky Phelan settled
her legal action for ¤2.5 million
over a 2011 false negative test.
It subsequently emerged
that scores more women were
not told about audits showing

women and relatives of some of
the deceased women among
the group of 209 have been delayed by the failure to secure
their medical records from CervicalCheck.
Some 88 women out of 204
who have made requests for
their files still have not received
Nomediation
Although the HSE was also their records.
sued by Mrs K, Quest is understood to have indemnified the
Woman who sued over
State in an action that was hanCervicalCheck tests
dled so quickly by all the parties
settles action: page 4
that it did not need to go to mediation.
Tipperary solicitor Cian
O’Carroll, who acted for both
Mrs K and Ms Phelan, said he is
acting for “several dozen” more
women. He expects further cases to be brought over the coming 12-18 months and the possibility of imminent settlements
in four other urgent cases already taken involving terminally ill women, including Kerry
mother-of-five Emma Mhic
Mhathúna. Legal actions by the
incorrect tests. Mrs K’s case is
the first to be settled by the New
Jersey-based Quest Diagnostics, one of the US laboratories
contracted to carry out more
than 90 per cent of the smear
tests for CervicalCheck.
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Settlement of ‘K’ case marks first since
Vicky Phelan’s and first by US lab Quest

April and discovered that her
cervical cancer, first diagnosed
in 2016, had returned and her
condition was terminal.
The HSE apologised last
night if Thursday’s call to Mrs K
upset her. “Clearly, there was
no intention to discuss the woman’s care in an uncomfortable
environment for her,” said a
spokeswoman.
Callers to the helpline who
“had a complex clinical need”
were referred back to hospitals
“so that the clinical discussion
could be had with the full knowledge of the woman’s medical
history,” she said.

NE

HSE apologises for delay in contacting
terminally ill woman after she settles case

Baptised children ‘infant conscripts’, says McAleese
and you can’t say to them at seven or eight or 14 or 19 ‘here is
what you contracted, here is
Babies baptised into the Catho- what you signed up to’ because
lic Church are “infant con- the truth is they didn’t.”
scripts who are held to lifelong
obligations of obedience”, ac- ModelofBaptism
cording to former president The current model of Baptism
“worked for many centuries beMary McAleese.
Saying that early Baptism cause people didn’t understand
breaches fundamental human that they had the right to say no,
rights, she said: “You can’t im- the right to walk away”, she depose, really, obligations on peo- clared. “But you and I know, we
ple who are only two weeks old live now in times where we have
PATSY McGARRY
Religious Affairs Correspondent

Weather

Today will be mainly fine with
some haze and sunny weather.
Highest temperatures 17-23
degrees.
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the right to freedom of conscience, freedom of belief, freedom of opinion, freedom of religion and freedom to change religion. The Catholic Church yet
has to fully embrace that thinking,” she told The Irish Times.
She said conscience was “supreme” where Catholics were
concerned.
“My human right to inform
my own conscience, my human
right to express my conscience
even if it is the case that it con-
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tradicts the magisterium tended by Pope Francis, is a fo[teaching authority of the rum “for the reinforcement of
church], that right to con- orthodoxy”, she said.
She will, however, be taking
science is supreme.”
part in the Dublin Pride Parade
next Saturday “under the BePrideparade
Mrs McAleese said she did not LongTo banner” and with “the
intend to attend any World members of our own family,
Meeting of Families events in straight and gay, young and old,
Dublin in August because it had we’ll all be there”.
“become a political rally rather
than a religious and spiritual exInfant Baptism is
perience”.
enforced membership
The meeting, which will be atof church: page 8
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Ronaninquiry:Aunitof
MarletPropertyGroup
hasaskedtheHigh
Courtforaninquiry
intoacompanylinked
todeveloperJohnny
Ronan.

Rugby:SeanCronin
hasbeencruellydenied
thechancetostartthe
thirdTestseriesdecider
againstAustraliaafter
beingruledoutwitha
hamstringinjury.

Prominentsite:Paddy
McKillenjnrandMatt
Ryanhavepurchased
theFlanagan’sofMount
MerrionsiteinDublin.

Golf:RoryMcIlroy
stalledondaytwoofthe
TravelersChampionshipwithaoneunder
parroundof69.

Euromillions: 14, 25, 39, 41, 44 (2, 8). No jackpot winner. Plus: 13, 18, 24, 26, 34.
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